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Information Levels plays favorite Levels created by TOMJOCKEY level of information reproduces favorite levels created by crazy levels of information Swaggerboy, reproduces selected Levels created by PLT User Info Date Joined: September 28, 2013 Email: games-games@hotmailcom Location: London-england Hello Friends. I probably should have made
a news post about it a while back, but the surprises are nice I guess. From the beginning of 2019, the works have a javascript version of Happy Wheels. That'll be before Flash is killed by Chrome. It was scheduled for this month actually, but I don't see that happening so right away. I probably don't want to tell anyone that no one will ask me when he will be
released. A good update is that it will run at 60 fps (interpolated, physics will still be 30 fps). Unfortunately, all the old replays will be inaccurate though as Box2d will be updated a bit. They'll still be there for the best records. If you somehow play flash versions, they will function normally. I'm not developing a port, but I hired the company I thought was most
capable. I'll give more details as soon as it's up. I'm still exclusively working on the sequel (and it's going well). Hello, friends. I would like to continue hosting the flash version of Happy Wheels as far as possible. With the loss of some ad networks, I'm going to try out a few different ad formats on this site as I continue to try to recover some of the revenue that
has gone missing. I'll be making a few minor changes here and there to see everything that works best. Nothing should be annoying. This top was the main reason for this news post. Server discord, which is now has been very useful for me and the game. Through it, I got to know some cool users, some of whom became much-needed moderators who
greatly improved the quality of general views. There are also some really great tools that server administrator Kittenswolf has made that have automated exchange and reporting levels. I haven't seen a bare watermelon level in months. I also managed to talk to a lot of featured level authors... some with whom I have not even communicated, despite their
huge contribution to the game (IAMURHUSBAND, bobisdacool1, Iamverybored, Farlaineloco... There are others, those were the most recent). Either way, if you're reading this, you'd probably like to visit this place. There's also a chance I may be on as I use the disagreement to talk to my brother as we kill rats in Vermintide 2. Although I would rather be
silent, I feel obligated to say that I am still working full time on the sequel and it is still reeeeeaally time consuming. Fortunately, most of the main the engine is complete and I've been building out a new editor with him over the last year. There are so many complexities to create all the vector drawing tools that function just like Flash that I have developed a
much greater level of appreciation for it I actually have to build in support of the pen as it would be entirely possible given the way the brush tool works. This would allow me to actually make the most of my own artwork for playing in the editor itself. I don't like to share the media about what I'm working on, as I would just prefer the final product to speak for
itself. That's all I have at the moment. Information Levels Reproduces Favorite Levels Created by Abesescool777 Abesescool777 www.totaljerkface.com/happy_wheels.php game
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